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Expressions are derived for the vibrational second hyperpolarizability 1'" of SF 6' in the static 
limit and for the nonlinear-optical processes of the dc Kerr effect, electric-field-induced second 
harmonic generation (ESHO), and third harmonic generation (THO). These expressions give 
1'" in terms of vibrational transition dipole, polarizability, and first hyperpolarizability matrix 
elements (f-L,a,/3). The matrix elements needed in the numerical evaluation of 1'" are obtained 
from the literature and from the Raman scattering measurements reported here. In the static 
limit it is found that 1'" :::::20 r, where r is the electronic contribution to y. At optical 
frequencies 1'" is still comparable to r in magnitude, and it shows significant frequency 
dependence. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been much recent interest in third-order non
linear opticS,I.2 and since the nonlinear susceptibility of an 
optical medium governs its nonlinear response to incident 
electric fields, the susceptibility has in tum become the focus 
of much study. In gases, a wide range ofthird-order nonlin
ear-optical phenomena may be understood in terms of either 
the macroscopic susceptibility i 3

) or the closely related mi
croscopic second hyperpolarizability y of the constituent 
atoms or molecules.3.4 Fourth-order perturbation theory 
gives an explicit expression for y which applies for all third
order nonlinear-optical processes, so all these processes are 
in fact intimately related.s-7 For atoms, at frequencies far 
below electronic resonance, the quantitative relation ap
pears to be quite simple.8

-
1O However, for a molecule, in 

addition to the electronic contribution r there will be con
tributions to y arising from vibrational and rotational de
grees of freedom of the molecule (1'" and r' ),11-16 and this 
greatly complicates the relations between the different non
linear-optical processes. For polyatomic molecules it is ex-

I 

YaPrt; ( - W q;W I ,W2,W3 ) 

pected that 1'" may be as large as r, and though vibrational 
contributions to nonlinear-optical processes have been re
cognized for some time, 17.18 the full expression for 1'" is suffi
ciently complicated such that accurate evaluations of 1'" for 
particular molecules are difficult and rare. It would be in
structive to examine the relations which actually exist 
between the vibrational hyperpolarizabilities for different 
nonlinear-optical processes for some particular polyatomic 
molecule. The calculations presented below are an attempt 
at providing such an example. While conceptually this work 
follows closely the program of Elliott and Ward, II in order 
to reliably estimate 1'" we have found it necessary to carry 
through the calculations in full detail and use better data in 
the evaluation of the expressions for 1'" . 

CALCULATION OF y" 

Our starting point is the expression for y due to Orr and 
Ward,S applicable when damping may be ignored and suit
able for use even in the static limit: 

=1i-3I {I' I' I' (glf-Lalm)(mlf-Lt;ln)(nlf-Lrlp)(PIf-Lplg) - I' I' (glf-Lalm)(mlf-Lt;lg)(glf-Lrln)(nlf-Lplg)} , 
P m n p (Omg -wq)(Ong -WI -w2 )(Opg -WI) m n (Omg -wq)(Ong -wl)(Ong + w2 ) 

where Wq = WI + W 2 + W3' and ~p denotes the sum over 
terms obtained by permuting the frequencies -Wq, WI' W 2, 

and W3 together with their associated spatial SUbscripts a, /3, 
y, and 8. The primed sums over intermediate states exclude 
the ground state Ig). The vibrational contribution to the to
tal y is the sum of all those terms for which at least one of the 
intermediate states is a vibrationally excited state in the 
ground electronic manifold of states. 

Calculations have been carried out for the vibrational 
contributions to the static hyperpolarizability [y(O;O,O,O)] 
as well as to the nonlinear-optical processes of the dc Kerr 
effect [y( - w; O,O,w)], electric-field-induced second har-

0) Present address: Istituto di Elettronica Quantistica del CNR, Via Pancia
tichi 56/30, 50127 Firenze, Italy. 

(1) 

I 
monic generation [ESHO, y( - 2w; w,w,O)], and third har-
monic generation [THO, y( - 3w; w, w, w)]. The experi
mentally observable quantity is usually the isotropically 
averaged hyperpolarizability tensor component (y) xxx x , 
where the upper case spatial SUbscripts refer to the laborato
ry frame and ( ) denotes the classical isotropic average. For 
the dc Kerr effect the observable is 
~ ( (Y>Xxxx - (y) XYYX ). The final results of our calculations 
are the observable, isotropically averaged vibrational hyper
polarizabilities denoted by ~tatic' 11cerr> 1'1,SHG' and 14HG' 

The present calculation is similar to the treatment previous
ly presented for CF4, 16 but the results are more complete and 
systematic. 

One begins by classifying the terms ofEq. ( 1 ) according 
to whether one, two, or three of the intermediate states m, n, 
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and pare vibrationally excited states of the ground electronic 
manifold. The sums over the remaining excited electronic 
intermediate states are then approximated by ignoring opti
cal frequencies (J) compared to electronic transition frequen
cies neg in the factors (neg - (J), and by replacing the cor
responding sums over electronic states by the static Raman 
or hyper-Raman transition polarizabilities (a or (3) between 
vibrational states: 

a~ = 17- 1 I I'(milla Ie) (elll.Bln)/neg , (2) 
P e 

(3~y = 17-2 I I' I' 
Pee' 

X (m lila Ie) (el,u.B Ie') (e' l,uy In) Inegne·g. (3) 

This approximation ignores the dispersion of a and (3. Note 
that the static a~ and (3:': have complete permutation 
symmetry in their spatial superscripts. The numerators are 
now of the formIl4,1l2a,llall,,u(3, ora2. With one exception, 
the denominators contain only optical frequencies and vi
brational transition frequencies. The exception arises from 
the second group of terms in Eq. (1) when nng = neg. We 
have approximated this term as 1/2 1;' mll;mll~g 
a;:/nmgneg , where neg is to be construed as an effective 
average electronic transition frequency. So far the calcula
tion is quite general. All terms are to be retained in the subse
quent treatment. 

The next step is to introduce molecular symmetry and 
specific frequency arguments, write out the permuted ver
sions of each term and rearrange the expressions into a com
pact form. It is convenient to express molecular properties in 
the frame where the SF 6 molecule has its S atom at the origin 
with its F atoms on the x, y, and z axes. The equivalence of 
the x, y, z directions means that the independent components 
of r a.Byt; are at most r xxxx' r xxyy' r xyxy' and r xyyx' In fact, 
rxxyy = rxyxy for the dc Kerr effect and ESHG, and 
rxxyy = rxyxy = rXYYx in the static limit and for THG. For 

I 

each group of terms of ,u\ ,u2a, ,uall, 1l(3, or a 2 we either 
ignore nmg as compared to (J) in the denominators or else 
expand in powers of (nmg I (J) as required to obtain the low
est order non vanishing result. At this point one has expres
sions for the independent components of the microscopic r" 
tensor. The final step is to isotropically average r" to obtain 
the macroscopic observables using 

( r) xxxx = is ( r aa.B.B + r a.Ba.B + r a.B.Ba ), 

(r) XYYX =..Jo( - raa{:Jf3 - ra.Ba.B + 4ra.B.Ba)' 

(4a) 

(4b) 

where summation over repeated greek indices is implied. 
The resulting expressions are simplified by relabeling dum
my indices (m, n, p), summing over degeneracy for each 
vibrational mode, replacing each matrix element by its 
equivalent from the standard set of independent matrix ele
ments [,ux, a = j (aXX + aYY + a ZZ

), (aXX - aYY ) , a XY, (3 xxx, 

(3XYY] , 19.20 and collecting terms. The following relations, val
id for molecules belonging to the cubic point groups, are 
useful: ,u;m,uy"'g = 0, ,u;m,uY".m = 0, ,u;m,u':nn,u~pll~g = 0, and 
(a;':n)2 + (afm)2 + (a~~)2 = 3(agm )2 + (a;:" _ afm )2, 
where the last expression is obtained by making use of the 
explicit form of the a tensor for modes of a and e symmetry 
species and summing over degeneracy. The distinction 
between ,u;m,u':nn and ,u;m,uY".n must be maintained, since, 
e.g., the first product is,fi times larger than the second in the 
case that the vibrational level n is an overtone of m. 

The actual manipulations are quite lengthy so only the 
final results for ~tatic'~err>~SHG' and 11HG will be given 
here. One-, two-, and threefold degeneracies have already 
been summed over in these expressions. Since the expres
sions are in fact valid for molecules of either Td or Oh sym
metry, they may be compared with the more limited results 
previously derived for CF4 in Ref. 16. That work is in agree
ment with the present work except for Eqs. (18) and (23), 
which are incorrect by factors of 2 and 3. Our results are 
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+ : Ii-I{~'[ 1 - (O;g y] 2Il;m (P~: 2P~:) } (6c) 

+ ~Ii-I{L'[ !(a~ - a~)2 + 3(a;~ )2 _ (Omg)5(agm )2 + i(a;~ - a~)2 + (a~ )2]}, 
5 m Omg 0) 0) 

(6d) 

r"ESHG = ~ 1i-3 {L' L' I'( - 30mg + 20ng - 30pg)3ft;mft~nft~pft;g ~ 4ft;mft"",nft~pft~g 
5 mnp SO) 0) 

_ I' I'(2. Omg) Ift;m 12~;n 12} 
mn 40) 0) 

(7a) 

+ ~ 1i-2{L' I' ~ 5ft;mft~nang +2 4ft;mft"",na~~ 
5 m n,.m 4 0) 

+ I'[.Q. ft;mft~mamg _2.( 1 +~-1-)lft;mI2agg]} 
m 4 0) 2 OmgOeg 4 O)Oeg 

(7b) 

+ ~ Ii-I {L'[ 1 _ i.(Omg )2] ft~ (PX:: + 2P~:) } 
5 m 4 0) Omg 

(7c) 

+ ~Ii-I{L'( _ ~ Omg)5(agm )2 + 2/3(a~ - a~)2 + 4(a~ )2}, 
5 m 40) 0) 

(7d) 

t;.HG = ~ 1i-3{I' L' I'( - 20mg + 30ng - 20pg)3ft;mft~nft~pft"pg ~ 4ft;mft"",nft~pft~g 
5 m n p 90) 0) 

_ I' I'(~ Omg) Ift;m 12~;n 12} 
mn 90) 0) 

(Sa) 

+ _1i-2 L' I' - ftgmftmnang - ftgmamnftng 2 'ftgmftmnang - 'ftgm mnftng 6 
{ 

2 5x x 5 x x+4x y xy 4X~.! y 

5 m n¥m 3 0) 

+ L' lQ.[ft;mft~mamg - Ift~m 1
2
(amm - agg ) _ 2lft;m 12agg]} 

m 3 0) O)Oeg 
(Sb) 

+ ~ Ii-I{I'( _ ~ Omg)ft;m (P'::gX + 2P~:) } 
5 In 90) 0) 

(Sc) 

+ ~Ii-I{I'( _ ~ Omg)5(agm )2 + 2/3(a~ - a~)2 + 4(a;~ )2} . 
5 m 40) 0) 

(Sd) 

RAMAN INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
We have made Raman scattering measurements to ob

tain the transition polarizability matrix elements needed to 
evaluate r". The usual 90· scattering geometry was em
ployed, 19 with the incident polarization perpendicular to the 
observation direction for the scattered light. A polarization 
scrambler was placed before the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer. Usually both polarizations of the scattered 
light were collected, but polarization analysis was also used 
for some of the bands to dissect overlapping components. 
Spectra were obtained using a laser power of about 1 W at 
A = 514.5 nm to excite samples of high purity (> 99.99%) 
gas. The scattered light was dispersed by aIm double mono
chromator and detected by a photon counting photomulti
plier tube. All measurements were made at room tempera
ture (T = 22 ·C). The scattered light signal ranged from 10 
cps for the weaker bands to about 104 cps for the fundamen
tals, for measurements made on SF6 samples at pressures in 
the range of 2-10 atm using a spectral slit width of 3-10 
cm- I . 

The scattered intensity of the SF6 fundamental bands 
was calibrated by comparison with the scattered intensity of 
the rotational Raman lines of H2 gas at 3 atm as a refer
ence.21 The weaker bands of SF 6 were calibrated by compari
son with the nearest fundamental band in the same sample. 
Small deadtime corrections were made for the stronger 
bands. The relative spectral response of the spectrometer 
was measured using a calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp.22 
Bands due to modes of alg symmetry will be narrow and 
totally polarized, while eg and/2g symmetry modes will give 
wide, totally depolarized bands (we cannot distinguish 
between eg and/2g experimentally).19,20 We have tried to 
separate the contributions from the various symmetry spe
cies for each transition wherever possible, using bandwidth 
and depolarization ratio as criteria for the decomposition. 
The dissection of the overlapping 2vI and VI + Vs bands is 
fairly reliable because the bands are partially resolved, but 
since 2vI and V3 + V4 (and also VI-Vs and V4-V6 ) are com
pletely unresolved we can in this case only estimate upper 
bounds for the intensities of the separate bands. 
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In Table I are given the values of the scattering cross 
section (in terms of the ratio of the numbers of scattered and 
incident photons) per molecule for the observed bands of 
SF6 (decomposed into isotropic and anisotropic contribu
tions). These cross sections have been calibrated in terms of 
the scattering cross section per molecule for the H2 S(J) 
lines calculated from21 ,23 

(du) = (21T)4V (V _ VJ,J+2 )3n(J) 
dO H, 

X~ (J+l)(J+2) ~ 
2 (2J + 1)(2J + 3) 45 

X (all - a 1 )~,J+ 2' (9) 

where n (J) is the fractional population of the level J (calcu
lated including nuclear statistical weights) 19,21 and where 
the H2 rotational transition matrix elements at A. = 514.5 
nm for the S(O) and S(1) lines are taken as 
(all - al )J,J+2 = 35.19 and 35.46x 10-42 C2 m2 J- I

, re
spectively [conversion from SI to esu: 8.987 56X 1015 

a(C2 m2 J-I) = a(cm3 ); Eq. (9) is in esu with Yin cm- I ]. 

These values were deduced by considering the results of 
three recent ab initio calculations for H2,24-26 and are prob
ably accurate to better than 0.2%. The reproducibility of the 
measured intensities is better than 1 % for the fundamentals 
and about 10% for the other, weaker bands. An indication of 
the residual systematic errors in the intensity measurements 
of the fundamental bands is given by the 1.5% discrepancy 
between the measured and calculated intensity ratios for the 
S( 0) and S( 1 ) lines ofH2. We estimate that the accuracies of 
our cross sections are about 2% for the fundamentals, and 
about 10% for the summed components of other isolated 
bands. The scattering cross sections previously measured for 
SF 6 with about 10% accuracy by Holzer and Ouillon27 (cali
brated in terms of the N2 cross section21 ) are also given in 
Table I for comparison. Except for the weakest bands, the 
two sets of cross sections agree to within their combined 
uncertainties. 

If all the SF 6 molecules were initially in the ground vi
brational state, then the scattering cross section per SF 6 mol
ecule would be simply21,23 

(du) 2 4 3{ 2 7 A 2} - = ( 1T) v( v - Vgm ) (agm ) + -(Lloagm ) , 
dO SF. 45 

(10) 

where (t:.agm )2 = ~(a;~ - arm)2 or 9 (a;::' )2 for eg or f2g 

vibrational modes, respectively, when summed over degen
eracy.19.20 In fact, for SF6 at room temperature the ground 
state population is only 31 %, with 17% in V6 = 1 and 52% 
spread over various higher levels. The harmonic oscillator 
matrix element for an upward transition from an initial state 
with vibrational quantum number v is proportional to 
(v + 1) 1/2 for a fundamental, (v + 1) 1/2 (v + 2) 1/2 for an 
overtone, and (va + 1)1/2(Vb + 1)1/2 for a combination 
transition. Due to the thermal population of excited vibra
tional levels the scattering cross section for a band will be 
increased by a multiplicative "hot band correction factor" F. 
To evaluate F for a given transition one sums the contribu
tions from each initial level (weighted by the fractional pop
ulation of the level) taking account of the multiplicity of 

possible transitions from each state of the initial level and the 
increase in the magnitude of the matrix element for more 
highly excited levels. The calculated correction factors Fare 
given in Table I along with the values of {a2 + 13(t:.a2)}, 

deduced from the measured cross sections using Eq. (10) 
and F, for transitions from the ground state (g-m). 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

The f.l and a matrix elements needed for the evaluation 
ofEqs. (5)-(8) for 1'" have been collected in Table II. The 
Raman transition polarizabilities have been extracted from 
(agm )2 + 7/45 (t:.agm )2 given in Table I, while the transi
tion dipole moments come from infrared absorption mea
surements and calculations.28-31 Since the hyper-Raman 
spectra for other small spherical top molecules show a single 
dominant band32,33 we have assumed that flgm is negligible 
except for the V3 transition. The assumed value (fl ;~x 

+ 2fl;:') = 3x 10-52 C3 m3 J-2 for this transition in SF6 is 
an estimate based on the ab initio value fl;z = 2.8 X 10 - 52 
C3 m3 J-2 for CH/4 and the measured value 
(fl;~X + 2fl;:') = 2.6X 10-52 C3 m3 J- 2 for CF4

16 [2X 
larger than the value reported in Ref. 16 because of the factor 
of 2 errorin Eq. (18) there]. 

In evaluating Eqs. (5 )-( 8) we will assume for simpli
city that all the molecules are in the ground vibrational state, 
even though this is not the case at room temperature. Since 
the size of the matrix elements increases for hot band transi
tions of all types, one may expect that the effect of an excited 
initial population distribution will be to increase 1'" and to 
impart a significant temperature dependence to 1'" . Though 
Eqs. (5 )-( 8) are applicable when the initial state Ig) is an 
excited vibrational state, and there is reason to believe that 
the room temperature value of 1'" may be substantially larger 
than the zero temperature value, we feel that the added com
plexity of dealing with an initial population distributed over 
many excited levels is not warranted at present. 

Several aspects of the evaluation of Eqs. (5 )-( 8) must 
be considered to estimate the reliability of the numerical re
sults obtained. Therefore we will examine each of the four 
types of terms for Eqs. (5 )-( 8) in turn, starting first with the 
simplest type. One finds that the values of the a 2 terms 
[parts (d) ofEqs. (5)-(8)] are determined almost entirely 
by the matrix elements for the Raman fundamentals. While 
there is a cancellation of terms in Eq. (6d) for 11cerr' the first 
term is 100 X larger than the second term so that the cancel
lation has no significant effect on the accuracy of the com
puted result. Thus, the numerical results for the a 2 terms are 
expected to be quite reliable because only a few positive defi
nite terms dominate and because those terms contain only 
the fundamental transition matrix elements (which are most 
accurately known). This is in contrast to the situation for 
some of the other contributions to 1'" , which is less favorable. 
For example, thesummationsforthef.lfl terms [parts (c) of 
Eqs. (5)-(8)] contain essentially a single term but we have 
only an educated guess as to the magnitude and sign of fl. 

The evaluation of the f.l 2a + f.laf.l terms [parts (b) of 
Eqs. (5)-(8)] is somewhat complicated. The double 
summed terms are essentially determined by about a dozen 
combinations off our dipole matrix elements (V3, V4, VI + V 3, 
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TABLE I. Raman scattering cross sections measured for SF 6' Bandwidth and polarization analysis have been employed to separate each band into a narrow, 
totally polarized (N) component and a wide, totally depolarized ( W) component. Where the separation has not been carried out, the total ( n cross section is 
given for the band. The results from Ref. 27 are included for comparison, but the values of {( ag", )2 + 7/45 (t:.ag", ) 2} 1/2 in the last column are based on our 
measurements alone (except in the first two lines of the table). The scattering cross section is proportional to F{ (a", ) 2 + 7/45 (t:.ag", ) 2}, where Fis the hot 
band correction factor which accounts for the intensity enhancement due to the thermal popUlation of excited vibrational levels at room temperature for SF 6' 

For each band, the Nand Wcomponents correspond to the (ag",)2 and (t:.agm )2 polarizability invariants, respectively. 

Mode Species 
du 

vmg 
dO 

(cm-') (10-33 cm2 sr-') 

V,-Vs 268 f2g 
V4-V6 268 a2g + eg + /.g + h g 

Vs 524 f2g 
V2 643 eg 

2V6 694 a'g + eg + f2g 
v, 775 a'g 

2vs 1049 a'g + eg + f2g 
2V4 1230 a'g + eg + f2g 
2V2 1285 a,g + eg 

v, + Vs 1298 f2g 
v, + V2 1415 eg 

2v, 1558 a'g 
V3 + V4 1558 a'g + eg + /.g + hg 

2V3 1887 a'g +eg +hg 

• Reference 27. 
bUpper bounds for the unresolved components of the overlapping bands . 
• F is small because only excited initial levels contribute for these bands. 

532 W 
778 W 

24.4N 
2177 N 
0.93N 
1.02N 
0.79N 
1.00 W 
0.97 W 
1.10 W 
0.99 N d 

0.99Nd 

1.10W 
1.35N 
1.51W 

d Upper bounds for the unresolved polarized components of the overlapping bands. 
• Sum of2v, and V3 + V 4 bands. 

duo 
F {(agm )2 + 7/45(t:.agm )2}1!2 

dO 
(10-33 cm2 sr-') (10-42 C2 m2 r I) 

2.0 Wb 0.087c 1.10 Wb 

2.0 W' 0.238c 0.66 W' 
605W 1.08 5.45 W 
872 W 1.05 6.77 W 

21.8 N l.S0 1.01 N 
2335 N 1.02 1l.S7N 
0.7N 1.17 0.23N 
0.62N 1.10 0.25N 
0.62N 1.05 0.23N 

1.05 0.26 W 
1.48 W 1.11 0.24 W 
0.78 W 1.12 0.27 W 
2.02 'r 1.05 0.26Nd 

1.06 0.27 N d 

1.13 0.26 W 
2.5 T 1.02 0.32N 

1.02 0.33 W 

TABLE II. Transition dipole and polarizability matrix elements for the SF. molecule. The uncertainties of the matrix elements are near I % for the 
fundamental transitions and 10%-100% for the other transitions. The first line of the table gives the ground state mean polarizability agg and the effective 
electronic transition frequency Veg derived from refractive index data. The other polarizabilities are derived from the { (agm ) 2 + 7/45 (t:.agm ) 2} '12 values in 
Table I. Where both eg andf2g symmetry species occur for a vibration, the corresponding matrix elements are upper bounds obtained assuming that either 
the eg or f2g species could give the dominant contribution to (t:.agm )2. The dipole matrix elements are from infrared absorption data. 

Vmg 
Mode (cm-') 

0 167000· 
v, 775 
V2 643 
V3 948 
v. 615 
Vs 524 
V6 347 
2v, 1558 
2V2 1285 
2V3 1887 
2V4 1230 
2vs 1049 
2v. 694 

v, + V2 1415 
V, + V3 1721 
v, + v. 1388 
v, + Vs 1298 
V2 + V4 1257 
V2 + v. 988 
V3 + V4 1558 
Vs + v. 869 
v, - V5 268 

"4 - v • 268 

• References 4 and 35. 
bReference 29. 
c Reference 28. 

5.0c 

I. 7C 

4.2c 
9.4c 

7.3c 

lagml 

500" 
11.6 

0.26 
0.23 
0.32 
0.25 
0.23 
1.01 

0.26 
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la;~ -a:ml I a;;;' I 

(10-42 C2 m2 ]-') 

14.0 

4.60 

0.53 
0.69 0.28 

0.55 

0.19 

0.56 0.22 

0.9 
1.4 0.6 
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VI + v4 ) and four polarizability matrix elements (VI' 2v3, 

2v4 , V3 + v4 ). The reliability ofthe numerical result in this 
case is compromised by the possibility of cancellations if not 
all the matrix elements are positive in sign, and by the large 
uncertainty in magnitude for the overtone and combination 
matrix elements. The situation is saved by the fact that the 
singly summed IP;m 12a'Il/Oeg terms are positive definite, de
termined by fundamental transitions, and dominant, though 
this is tempered by the uncertainty as to the appropriate 
value of Oeg to use (we have used the effective frequency 
characterizing the refractive index dispersion3s ). We can 
show that the other singly summed terms are small or negli
gible in comparison as follows. To estimate the size of 
P;mP:"mamg and IP;m 12 (amm - agg ) we recall that a matrix 
element of a may be expressed as an integral of the form 
a mn zfd 3R a(R) "'m (R) "'n (R), where "'m (R) is just a 
harmonic oscillator wave function to first approximation 
and a(R) is to be expanded in a Taylor series about the 
equilibrium position Ro: a(R) = a o + (da/dR)6.R + '" 
(with analogous expressions for Pmn ).19 The magnitude of 
a mn for an allowed fundamental is proportional to da/dR, 
while for an overtone a mn is proportional to d 2a/dR 2 or 
(da/dR) 16"'1, where 16"'1 is the perturbation of the vibra
tional wave function due to mechanical anharmonicity. For 
a forbidden fundamental da/ dR = 0 and a mn is proportion
altod 3a/dR 3 0r (d 2a/dR 2) 16"'I.Comparedtoagg = 1, the 
matrix elements agm for fundamentals, overtones, and for
bidden fundamentals have magnitudes about (40) -1, 
(40) -2, and (40) -3, respectively. Similar arguments apply 
for Pmn' except that for symmetry forbidden transitions 
Pmn = 0 is exact [p (R) = 0 for any amplitude ofvibration]. 
Now consider PgmPmm amg and note that this product van
ishes unless g -+ m is infrared allowed, in which case a mg will 
have the magnitude of a forbidden fundamental, 
amg Z (40) -3agg , and also pmm:S 1O- IP gm' Since 
Oeg/Omg z200, one sees that PgmPmmamg/Omg Z 10-4 

IPgm 12 agg/Oeg so that the PgmPmmamg terms may be ne
glected. Similarly, g-+m must be infrared allowed to make 
IPgm 12 (a mm - agg ) nonvanishing, in which case 
(amm - agg ) has the magnitude of an overtone, and 
(amm - agg )/Omg Z 1O- l agg/Oeg . Detailed consideration 
of the singly summed terms containing (a mm - agg ) shows 

that they comprise a 10% correction to the agg /Oeg terms in 
the static case and a 1 % correction for THG. 

Finally, there are the p4 terms to consider [parts (a) of 
Eqs. (5)-(8)]. The cancellation of terms evident in the ex
pressions for the p4 terms may be dealt with exactly, and 
when the dust settles one finds that the numerical results are 
dominated by sums of positive definite terms containing 
IPgm 14 or IPgm 121Pgn 12, with the dipole matrix elements for 
the two fundamental infrared transitions almost completely 
determining the final result. One may show that terms with 
m = n#p or m#n = p vanish, and that the contribution of 
the terms with m = n = p (containing IPgm 121Pmm 12) is 
only 0.1 % of the final result for the p4 terms. The terms 
which are constructed from a sequence of four different di
pole matrix elements are the only ones which are sensitive to 
the sign of the matrix elements, but these terms contribute 
only 1 % of the total for the p4 terms. 

Our discussion of the evaluation ofEqs. (5 )-( 8) may be 
summarized as follows. Numerical results for the p4 and a 2 

terms should be quite accurate, results for the p 2a + pap 
terms will be less reliable, and the accuracy of results for the 
pp terms may be quite poor. The expected uncertainty 
ranges from a few percent at best to perhaps a factor of 2 at 
worst. 

The results of evaluating the various terms in Eqs. (5)
( 8 ) , for a molecule in the ground state and assuming 
V = 20 000 cm -I, are given in Table III. The most striking 
result is that ~tatic is more than 20 X the estimated value of 
r.tatic.

36 The dominant contribution to ~tatic is from the p4 
terms. The large value of ~tatic may make it important in 
intermolecular interactions. Examining the expressions for 
the microscopic, molecular-frame tensor components r"xxxx 
and ~yyx (before isotropic averaging, expressions not given 
here), one finds the interesting result that ~yyx Z lO~xxx in 
the static limit. 

At optical frequencies, one sees from Table III that 
r" < r" for the various nonlinear-optical processes. Note 
that the contributions from all four terms may be compara
ble and that they tend to cancel. Due to this cancellation of 
terms one gets the surpnsmg result Ir"ESHG 1 > 
1 ~HG 1 > 1 YKerr 1 at V = 20 000 cm -I. This result may be put 
into perspective by calculating r" as a function offrequency, 

TABLE III. Vibrational contributions to the isotropically averaged hyperpolarizabilities l' are given for the 
SF 6 molecule in the static limit and for the dc Kerr effect, ESHG, and THG, evaluated at the optical frequency 
v = 20 ()()() cm - I using Eqs. (5 )-( 8). As well as the total l' for each process, the separate contributions ofthe 
/l4, /l2a + /la/l, /lP, and a2 terms [parts (a), (b), (c), and (d) ofEqs. (5 )-(8)] are given for each process. 
For comparison, the measured value of r = r" + l' for ESHG at v = 20 ()()() cm- I is r = 11 X 10-62 

c' m4 J- 3
• 

Term Static 

/l4 227.5 
/l2a + /la/l -6.6 

/lP 11.2 
a2 7.2 

Total 239.4 

dc Kerr 

3.6 
-10.4 

5.6 
1.5 

0.3 

ESHG 

- 1.9x 10-3 

-6.0 
2.8 

- 7.3X 10-3 

- 3.2 

THG 

1.9 X 10-4 

-0.71 
- 2.0X 10-2 

- 2.5x 10-3 

-0.73 
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FIG. 1. Vibrational contributions to the isotropically averaged hyperpolari
zabilities r" for the SF 6 molecule are plotted as functions of optical frequen
cy v for the dc Kerr effect, ESHG, and THG [evaluated using Eqs. (6)
(8) ]. 

as shown in Fig. 1. There one sees that the frequency depend
ence of ~SHG and ~HG is weak while the frequency depend
ence of 11cerr is very strong. At low frequencies 11cerr becomes 
much larger than r"ESHG or ~HG' as expected. If we ignore 
the dispersion of 1'" we may use the experimental measure
ments of yfor the dc Kerr effect,37 ESHG,36,38 and THG39 as 
a rough test of our calculations (YKerr = 15 X 10-62 

c4 m4 J-3 at A. = 632.8 nm, YESHG = 10 X 10-62 ~ m4 J-3 

at A. = 632.8 nm, and YTHG = 11 X 10-62 C4 m4 J- 3 at 
A. = 694.3 nm). If 1'" is constant then we may expect the 
observed difference YKerr - YESHG = 5 X 10-62 c4 m4 J- 3 

to equal the calculated difference 
11cerr - ~SHG = 5.6X 10-62 C4 m4 J- 3

, and also 
YTHG - YESHG = I X 10-62 C4 m4 J- 3 to equal ~HG 
- r"ESHG = 2.4 X 10-62 ~ m4 J- 3

• The observed agree
ment is about as good as can be expected in view of the accu
racy of the experimental data ( ± 1 X 10-62 C4 m4 J-3) and 
the systematic errors due to the neglect of the dispersion of 
1'" and the temperature dependence of r" • 

In summary, we have derived expressions for vibration
al contributions to the hyperpolarizabilities of spherical top 
molecules and have shown that these expressions may be 
accurately evaluated in the case of the SF 6 molecule. For SF 6 
we find that r" may be as large as 1'" at optical frequencies, 
and that r" is much larger than 1'" in the static limit. The size 
and frequency dependence of r" is very different for the dc 
Kerr effect, ESHG, and THG. Further experimental study 
of r" for SF 6 should be interesting because r" is large enough 
(compared to 1'" ) that it may be reliably estimated by com-

parison of measurements made by several nonlinear-optical 
processes, and because the high population in low-lying vi
brationallevels may result in significant temperature depen
dence for r" • 
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